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Abstract –   

Signing avatars can make a significant impact on the lives of deaf people by making information 
accessible anytime and anywhere. With technological development, sign language avatars can 
be the cost-effective communication solution that will remove the barriers between deaf people 
and the world. However, most researchers are not part of the deaf community. To this day, the 
deaf community has little to no knowledge about the signing avatar technology. Thus, 
researchers have created and used evaluation methods to involve deaf people and feedback to 
develop and improve sign language avatars based on their needs and requirements. In the article, 
evaluation methods and tools used to assess signing avatars’ functionality, acceptability, and 
shortcomings were presented and discussed.  
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Introduction 

Signing avatars are virtual signers that produce sign language to improve the communication and 
information accessibility for a deaf individual. They are not intended to replace human sign 
language interpreters but to co-exist and support them in different domains. For instance, 
interpreters are required when the sign language translation is highly sensitive and must be as 
accurate as possible, such as in doctor appointments. At the same time, the avatar can serve the 
purpose of translating standardized text or automatically translating dynamic content, such as 
announcements and websites [1]. To read and write without auditory cues is a challenging task 
for a deaf person which causes many of them to leave school low level of reading/writing abilities. 
It limits their access to all written content. One of the early adopted solutions was the use of 
recorded human signers. However, this solution requires high production costs, and the recorded 
videos cannot be modified or even anonymized after production.  As opposed to using virtual 
characters to produce sign language where the appearance can be completely customized, the 
animations can be dynamic and easily adjusted when needed, can have an interactive behavior, 
and the production of new content is relatively cost-effective [2]. 

Any new technology often faces the challenge of acceptability within the targeted users. 
Moreover, most of the developers of signing avatars are hearing researchers, which can make 
deaf people skeptical about the technology for historical reasons [2]. Accepting the sign language 
avatar within the deaf community is crucial for the successful implementation of the technology. 
Previous works tried to involve deaf people in developing and evaluating signing avatars but an 
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efficient effort to clarify the overall acceptance is not made yet. It is essential to identify the 
issues that cause the rejection of the technology to solve them. Researchers used different 
approaches to assess the needs of the deaf individuals, incorporate them in the development 
process and use their feedback to evaluate the signing avatar’s performance. Comprehensibility 
of signing avatars is a significant factor that affects acceptance and performance. Assessing 
comprehensibility is a challenging and not straightforward task. No unified methodology exists 
to test sign language avatar comprehensibility [3]. In the ViSiCAST/eSIGN projects, 
comprehensibility tests have been carried out. One limitation is that these tests primarily used 
few participants [4].  

In the following sections, focus groups, as one of the most known methods to collect qualitative 
data, are presented with examples followed by performance metrics used to quantify sign 
language avatar performance. This task is part of the Jumla Sign Language project supported by 
the Mada Innovation Program [5]. 

Focus groups 

Focus groups are well-known tools used to evaluate human-computer interaction and extract 
empirical data in research and analysis. The aim of focus groups in evaluating sign language 
avatars is to elicit deaf people’s opinions and feedback toward the signing avatar in the research 
and development phase to improve the technology and better address the users’ needs. Through 
interactions and comments, this method enables researchers and developers to get in-depth 
information from the focus group participants about their preferences and how to prioritize them 
and what issues they consider important. Usually, the focus group is controlled discussions led 
by an expert with 3-10 potential end-users, where the expert presents the product and guides 
the discussion.  
Balch et al. [6] were the first to use the focus group method with deaf people where they found 
that this method is very productive in terms of extracting information and understanding the 
needs and requirements of participants. Kipp et al. used focus group methods to evaluate the 
acceptability and comprehensibility of sign language avatars [2]. They provided a few 
recommendations to ensure the quality of the focus group sessions: a) use visual materials such 
as images, icons, and videos; b) ensure the environment is sign language friendly; C) utilize 
interactive tools such as voting and open discussions, and the focus group session with online 
assessments. Kipp et al. [2] conducted a focus group study, complemented by an online 
questionnaire, to evaluate the German deaf community’s opinion about sign language avatars.  
Two focus groups with 5 and 3 deaf participants. As shown in Figure 1, the participants sat in a 
circle and the sessions were video recorded for each group for further detailed analysis. Different 
sign language avatars were presented to the focus group, and they were asked to rate them and 
give their feedback on the signing avatar’s performance. The deaf participants mainly criticized 
the appearance and the animation of the signing avatars and described it as unnatural, robotic, 
and emotionless. These criticisms showed that the nonmanual features of the SL avatars such as 
the mouth patterns, face expressions, and natural body movements, are essential for deaf people 
to accept the signing avatar technology. To quantify the focus group results, the deaf participants 
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were asked to vote on the most critical avatar feature. Facial expressions got the most votes, 
followed by natural body movement, emotions, appearance, and comprehensibility.  

 

Figure 1. Focus group from the Deaf community  

Researchers around the world have used the focus group method to test signing avatars that 
produce different signing languages such as American Sign Language, Swiss-German Sign 
Language, Japanese Sign Language, Brazilian Sign Language, Turkish Sign Language, British Sign 
Language, and many more [7]–[14]. Evaluating signing avatars through a focus group from the 
deaf community proved a necessary step to incorporate the end-user in the development process 
and increase their understanding and acceptability of the technology. Moreover, it is also an 
essential step for researchers to understand the end-user since most of the researchers are not 
from the deaf community and provide them with a communication tool that satisfies their needs 
and requirements.  

Performance metrics 

Even though focus groups and questionnaires provide a good evaluation of the animated avatars, 
the development process requires detailed, quantified performance metrics to measure and 
benchmark the development and evolution of these signing avatars. One method to quantify 
focus group study is to let the participants objectively measure the accuracy of the sign language 
translation. For example, with one of the first known sign language avatars, TESSA [7]–[14], the 
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group was asked to indicate whether the sign language phrase produced by the avatar is accurate 
and easy to understand and, if not, what can be the reason. Through this simple method, they 
were able to identify the phrases identification average accuracy to be 61%, where 70% of the 
identification errors were identified to be due to unclear signs.  

Using machine translation methods to translate and produce sign language requires performance 
metrics to precisely evaluate the translation process. San-Segundo et al. [15] used the scoring 
metrics of BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU), which calculates the statistical difference 
between the machine translation and original translation, and Sign Error Rate (SER), which is the 
percentage of wrong produces signs. However, in this study, the SER was reported to be 31.6% 
and the BLEU to be 0.5780. Similarly, Patel et al. [16] evaluated the performance of their machine 
translation avatar system by statistically measuring the accuracy of voice recognition, grammar 
search and sign synthesis which in total achieved an average translation accuracy of about 77%. 
Moreover, they used the processing time to benchmark their work faster at publishing the study 
at 0.85 seconds. In another work by Oh et al. [17], they used the word translation, the correctly 
machine-translated word ratio, to evaluate their signing avatar for a weather forecast system. 

Furthermore, System Usability Scale (SUS) has been used to evaluate the usability of the signing 
avatar systems by the deaf user. El-Gayyar et al. [18] used this performance metric with a focus 
group of 5 deaf people to evaluate an Arabic signing avatar application within a limited domain. 
They achieved a 79.8% average SUS score, indicating that the developed application is 
acceptable.  

It is important to note that to evaluate a sign language avatar system, comprehensive testing 
should be conducted considering all sign language production characteristics such as accurate 
translation, non-manual signals, spatial representation, and avatar appearance and naturality, 
using both qualitative studies and performance metrics.   

Conclusion 

Producing sign language through animated avatars is a challenging task due to the complex 
nature of sign language. Evaluating signing avatar systems is not only essential to measure the 
development progress but also to increase the engagement and acceptability of the deaf 
community as the signing avatar is a solution that can make their daily lives more accessible and 
more independent. For that reason, complimentary evaluation methods should be combined to 
efficiently test and evaluate the sign language avatar’s performance, comprehensibility, and 
acceptability.  
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